Mylor Adventure Camp Area 9 and Area 10

We enjoyed all activities because they were all really fun.
Emily F, Dakoda and Gracie

We enjoyed the low ropes because we liked going in the mud.
Emily M and Marley R

We enjoyed the flying fox because when we went down you could see the whole camp.
Hannah and Beth

We enjoyed the low ropes because they were fun and challenging.
Max and Aaron

We enjoyed the challenge course because it included teamwork.
Brayden, Jake, Jakson R and Johnathan

We enjoyed initiative pursuits because it made us work as a team.
Tahlia and Marley H

We enjoyed canoeing because we got to work together.
Jasmin and Kaitlyn

We enjoyed canoeing because it was exhilarating.
Alfie and Jay

We enjoyed the flying fox because it was very high up and fast.
Seth and Brendan

We enjoyed canoeing because it was breath taking.
Noah and Blake

We enjoyed all activities because they were all really fun.
Ellis and Sam

We enjoyed the giant swing because it was scary and fun.
Ellis and Sam

We enjoyed the giant swing because we got to race in the mud together.
Megan and Tammy

We enjoyed the giant swing because went to the top.
Tom and Hayden

We enjoyed the giant swing because we went to the highest level.
Dylan

We enjoyed the flying fox because it was exhilarating.
Alfie and Jay

We enjoyed the flying fox because it was challenging.
Keeley and Emily L

We enjoyed the night walk because we saw a satellite and the Milky Way.
Tihana and Amelie

We enjoyed the low ropes because it was challenging.
Keeley and Emily L

We enjoyed the giant swing because Jade went 4 metres high and Ashanyia went 12 metres high. It gave us goose bumps.
Ashanyia and Jade

We enjoyed the giant swing because we liked going in the mud.
Emily M and Marley R

We enjoyed the giant swing because it included teamwork.
Brayden, Jake, Jakson R and Johnathan

We enjoyed the flying fox because it was challenging.
Miah and Skye

We enjoyed the flying fox because when we went down you could see the whole camp.
Hannah and Beth

We enjoyed the challenge course because we liked going in the mud.
Emily M and Marley R

We enjoyed the giant swing because we went 12 metres high.
Ashton and Connor G

We enjoyed the flying fox because it was exciting.
Connor C and Cameron

We enjoyed the giant swing because we went to the top.
Tom and Hayden

We enjoyed the giant swing because it was breath taking.
Noah and Blake

We enjoyed the flying fox because it was exhilarating.
Alfie and Jay

We enjoyed the giant swing because it was breath taking.
Noah and Blake

We enjoyed the giant swing because it was breath taking.
Noah and Blake